Thutmose III
18th Dynasty 1458-1425 BCE

- Obelisks of Festival Hall
- Center Pair
- 7th Pylon
- Obelisks of 7th Pylon
- 8th Pylon
- Thutmose III Shrine
- Sacred Lake
- Station of the King
- Contra Temple
- East Exterior Wall
- Enclosures and Gates
- Middle Kingdom Court
- Palace of Ma'at
- 6th Pylon and Court
- 5th Pylon and Court
- Wadjet Hall
- Limestone Chapel
- Pylon and Festival Court of Thutmose II
- Obelisks of Festival Hall East Pair
- White Chapel
- 4th Pylon and Enclosure

Created
Modified
Destroyed
- Calcite Chapel of Amenhotep I
- Red Chapel
Existing